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EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

3rd Meeting, 2003 (Session 1)

Tuesday 21 January 2003

The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 3.

1. Item in private: The Committee will consider whether to take item 5 in private.

2. Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take evidence on the
general principles of the Bill at Stage 1 from—

Mike Watson, Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport
Douglas Ansdell, Head of Gaelic Unit, Scottish Executive
Bob Irvine, Head of Sport, Arts and Culture Division, Scottish Executive

Michael Russell

in addition, the Committee will consider whether to take a draft Stage 1 report on
the Bill in private at its next meeting.

3. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative
instruments—

the Education (Disability Strategies) (Scotland) Amendment Regulations
2003, (SSI 2003/10)

the Intercountry Adoption (Hague Convention) (Scotland) Regulations
2003, (SSI 2003/19)

4. Petitions PE368 and PE371: The Committee will consider correspondence from
the Scottish Executive and COSLA.

5. Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider the key issues
for its draft Stage 1 report.



Martin Verity
Clerk to the Committee

Tel 0131 348 5204
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Covering note and submissions
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Covering note and copy of SSI 2003/19

Agenda item 4 ED/03/3/4

Covering note, copies of petitions and correspondence

Agenda item 5 ED/03/3/5(P)

Briefing note  (Private paper)



ED/03/3/1
EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

21 January 2003

Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill

1. The Committee is to take oral evidence at Stage 1 of the above Bill from Mike
Watson MSP and Michael Russell MSP.

2. Attached is a submission from Mike Watson, the Minister for Tourism, Culture
and Sport. Also attached are submissions from William MacCaluim, Highlands
and Islands Enterprise, Iain Macleoid, S MacAdhaimh, An Gàidheal Ùr, An
Comunn Gàidhealch, P E Ó Donnghaile, Commission for Racial Equality, Niall
MacRath, Glasgow City Council and Jack Kinahan.

3. If any more submissions are received, these will be circulated or tabled at the
meeting.

Paul Howell Martin Verity
Committee Assistant Clerk to the Committee



SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE

I have attached an Executive Memorandum in response to the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill introduced on
13 November 2002 and forwarded to the Education Culture and Sport Committee on Tuesday 19 November.

Although there is much in this Bill that is commendable, the Executive is unable to support it.  The reasons for
this are described in detail in the attached pages.  There are other bodies and agencies that will have an
interest in this Bill and I understand that you will be gathering evidence from them in due course.

The Executive understands the long standing aspiration of the Gaelic community for legislation which
recognises and confirms the status of the Gaelic language in Scotland.  The Executive also understands the
expectation that this could make a significant difference to the continuing and future prospects of  the
language. Comunn na Gaidhlig, the Gaelic development agency, made detailed proposals for legislation on
secure status before the 1999 elections. More recently, the Ministerial Advisory Group on Gaelic supported
the case for legislation and for further examination of the nature of that legislation. Many other interested
parties have made their views known.  In considering these views the Executive has sought to be clear about
the practical impact of what is proposed and been clear that in developing its overarching policy framework for
Gaelic, the priority should be given to direct support for the language and its culture.

Since 1999 there have been considerable developments which have helped secure the future of Gaelic in
Scotland.  As a result of these developments the landscape is significantly altered. Gaelic is now available at
all levels of education and with improved resources and materials.  In addition, Gaelic is now included in the
framework of national priorities in education and the Executive seeks to monitor and measure the extent to
which education authorities respond to parental demand.

The Executive in the Standards in Scotland’s Schools Act 2000 has provided that education authorities in their
annual improvement statements must set out their plans for Gaelic-medium education.  Ministers have also
published indicators to monitor progress on the National Priorities in Education. Indeed many of the
developments affecting Gaelic over the past few years have provided the language with a measure of official
recognition.

Having reviewed the proposals in the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill in the light of these considerations and
within the context of our current policies in support of the Gaelic language, the Executive is unable to support
the Bill, as introduced on 13 November 2002.  The reasons for this are outlined below.

Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba

The Executive is in the process of setting up Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba.  This is an important step for Gaelic
development in Scotland and Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba as an Executive NDPB, will carry more status and
powers than previous Gaelic bodies.  The establishment of Bòrd Gàidhlig is our main priority for Gaelic, in
itself it confers significant status and recognition on the language and culture.  Its priority task will be to
develop a language plan for Gaelic, identifying the contribution of the existing Gaelic bodies and developing
new and improved programmes to support the language, its culture and its use.  I expect it to look at the role
of possible legislative support for that plan or any other part of Gaelic development.  It would be inappropriate
for the Executive to commit itself to particular proposals for legislation ahead of the Bord having the
opportunity to consider in more detail what can be achieved through legislation. We also consider it a proper
acknowledgement of the role and status of Bòrd Gàidhlig  that it should offer a view on this important matter.
Our support for the current Bill would, therefore,  undermine this position and by implication our current policy
priorities and the importance we have invested in Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba.

Geographical Division

The Executive notes the geographical division of Scotland on which this Bill is based.  The Executive thinks
that this and its practical and presentional implications require further consideration.  It notes that there is
considerable Gaelic developmental activity outside the areas listed in the Bill. In addition, the Executive is
aware that this approach is controversial within the Gaelic community and liable to divide opinion.  The
Ministerial Advisory Group on Gaelic has indicated that it is not content to support a Bill that has the potential
for division but would rather proceed with a measure that carried greater support within the Gaelic community.
The Executive takes the view that further discussions which include Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba would offer a
greater likelihood of securing this.



Current Priorities

The aim of this Bill is also somewhat removed from current Executive priorities for Gaelic language and
culture.  We are establishing Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba, extending and strengthening Gaelic Medium Education
and also supporting Gaelic broadcasting and cultural groups.  Our Programme for Government commitments
do include ‘working towards secure status for Gaelic’ but we are not convinced that this should be secured
within the area of Gaelic language plans for public bodies.  Within the context of our current policies we would
prefer to establish Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba and encourage Bòrd Gàidhlig to work with local authorities and
public bodies to develop  appropriate recognition of Gaelic language and culture.

Financial Implications

We understand from the financial memorandum that it is suggested that there would only be minimal costs
involved in the preparation, publishing and distribution of a Gaelic language plan by the bodies affected.  It
seems inconceivable that  the implementation of the measures in a plan would not carry other financial
burdens.  These are unknown and unquantified. Without a clearer estimate of those uncertain costs  for public
bodies and what their response is the Executive cannot support this bill.

Ombudsman

The approach to enforcement of the provisions is highly unusual and in the view of the Executive wholly
inappropriate.  It would cut across the Scottish Public Service Ombudsman Act 2002 which came into force
last month.  Clause 4 of the Bill seeks in effect to alter section 5 of the 2002 Act without actually amending it.
Section 5 defines the matters which the Ombudsman is entitled to investigate.  In summary, the Ombudsman
may investigate complaints about action taken by an authority listed in the Act in the exercise of its
administrative functions; or a 'service failure'.  A service failure includes any failure in a service provided by
the authority or a failure to provide a service which it was a function of the authority to provide, but only if a
member of the public claims to have suffered injustice or authority as a result.

What clause 4 of the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill seems to seek to do is to provide that any obligation
which his Bill imposes on public bodies is to be regarded as arising in the exercise of its administrative
functions; and that a failure to implement a Gaelic language plan is to be regarded as a service failure.  At
best this is unnecessary - if a public authority is under a statutory duty to prepare and implement a Gaelic
language plan and fails to do so, and an individual suffers hardship or injustice as a result, then the
Ombudsman would be able to investigate a complaint about that under the 2002 Act as it stands.
Significantly, however, to accept such a provision would be inconsistent with our stance during the passage of
the 2002 Act when we  resisted suggestions that it should define the Ombudsman's remit any more
specifically than was provided.

Conclusion

As a result of the above points the Executive is unable  to support the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill.  The
bill runs contrary to our current priorities, it carries the potential for dividing the Gaelic community, there are
financial and technical uncertainties and it does not give due recognition to the role and functions of Bòrd
Gàidhlig na h-Alba.



SUBMISSION FROM UILLEAM MACCALUIM/WILLIAM MACCALUIM

This is my reply to the Education, Culture and Sport Committee’s consultation regarding the
general principles of the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill.

As a learner of Gaelic, I would like to give my full support to the general principles of this Bill;
that Gaelic and English should have equality and that there should be legal obligations on
public bodies to develop and implement Gaelic language plans.

This Bill would greatly assist the Gaelic community and the development of Gaelic as:

(1) It would give speakers and learners of Gaelic the opportunity to use the language in
their dealings with public bodies.  At this time, very few public bodies have a Gaelic
policy and very often the Gaelic policies that do exist are very weak (e.g. The
Highland Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, SNH).  An Act based on this Bill would
greatly alter this situation.  It is essential for the recovery of the decline of the
language in Scotland (reversing language shift) that more opportunities exist for
Gaelic speakers to use the language in their dealings with public bodies.

(2) It would raise the profile of Gaelic much more – something that is extremely important
in the maintenance and development of Gaelic.

(3) It would be a step towards the recommendations of the report Secure Status for
Gaelic (Comunn na Gàidhlig 1997) that recommended a Gaelic Language Act based
on the Welsh Language Act 1993.  The Gaelic community strongly support the
recommendations of the report Secure Status for Gaelic.  Although the Gaelic
Language (Scotland) Bill is not at all as strong and as wide in scope as the Gaelic Act
the Gaelic community are wanting, it would implement some of the recommendations,
and therefore, the Committee and the Parliament should support it.

Although I support the Bill in principle, I am strongly of the view that there should be legal
obligations on public bodies throughout Scotland, and not just in the Highlands, to implement
Gaelic policies and to give equality to both languages.  Almost half of the total number of
Gaelic speakers and more than half the number of Gaelic learners live outwith the area
specified in the Bill.  There are around 10,000 Gaelic speakers in the Greater Glasgow area,
for example, and there are thousands of speakers in the Edinburgh area as well.  Gaelic is a
national language and it would not be right to divide the country and the Gaelic community
with a Gaelic Act for the Highlands alone. In my view, the Gaelic community would not
approve of such a divide.  I hope that amendments can yet be made to the bill so that it
becomes a national bill.

Despite this reservation, and despite the fact that the bill needs to be amended, I hope that
the Education, Culture and Sport Committee fully support the general principles of the bill.
The Gaelic community has been waiting for a Gaelic Language Act for too long and it is
important that a Gaelic Language Act is in place before the election in 2003.  The Executive
have for many years been speaking of “working towards” legislation for Gaelic.  The Gaelic
Language Bill now gives the Executive the opportunity to give effect to this commitment.  If
the Executive parties are genuine about the commitment they gave in their manifestos in
1999, they should support this Bill.  As the proverb says: “ The mouth speaks, but the deed
proves!”

I hope these views will be helpful.

William MacCaluim



SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS ENTERPRISE

Thank you for your letter of 17 December, seeking HIE’s comments on the general
principles enshrined in the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill.

As the Government’s economic and community development agency for the
Highlands and Islands, we very much welcome the tenor of the Bill which seeks to
give the Gaelic language equal esteem with English. Such action would give the
Gaelic community throughout Scotland a significant psychological boost, since the
language’s current legal position is unclear and subject to varying interpretations.
This clarification will potentially offer the new Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba a sounder
basis on which to develop its future work in partnership with other organisations.

We believe that Gaelic should be regarded both as a national language of Scotland
and as a national asset, capable of much further development for the benefit of the
nation as a whole. The division of Scotland into a ‘Gaelic Zone’ and a ‘Non-Gaelic
Zone’, proposed by the Bill, would in our view be unhelpful to language restoration
and development efforts. While apparently justified on grounds of  distribution of
current Gaelic speech communities, this approach takes no account of the growing
percentage of Gaels who live outside the proposed Gaelic Zone. City-based
populations in particular would be excluded under the Bill’s provisions, and while it is
recognised that the zonation could be altered at some future date, it is more likely
that inertia would leave us with a ‘gaeltacht’ model, similar to that long-established in
the Republic of Ireland. There are considerable doubts as to whether this approach
to minority language restoration has been, or ever will be, effective.

The proposed division of Scotland does seem somewhat arbitrary in any case, since
locations where Gaelic speech was native within living memory (such as Perthshire)
are excluded from the provisions of the Bill. Although some variation of requirement
could be applied to areas depending on their Gaelic tradition and prospective needs,
we believe that a bare minimum of duty should be imposed on some public bodies
throughout Scotland. Indeed in our own area, Shetland and Orkney present a special
case, since Gaelic was never native to these communities. However, around 200
Gaels, including children, were recorded as living there by the 1991 census and
basic provision would be required for this small population if sufficient demand for
educational support were to be demonstrated.

Lastly, we consider that the proposal to enforce the legislation through the Scottish
Public Services Ombudsman requires careful consideration, since a coercive
approach runs the risk of alienating people from different cultural traditions.
Nevertheless, the legislation will need to be supported by some formal mechanisms
to ensure compliance, allied to its prime enabling role of creating circumstances in
which Gaelic can both flourish and receive the national resources to allow it to do so.

Sandy Cumming
Chief Executive
Highlands and Islands Enterprise



                                                            

SUBMISSION FROM IAIN MACLEOID/JOHN MACLEOD

Tha mi a’ cur seo thugaibh mar fhreagairt air cuireadh Chomataidh an Fhoghlaim, a' Chultair agus an
Spòrs airson beachdan mu phrionnsabalan coitcheann Bile Cànan na Gàidhlig (Alba) bho dhuine sam
bith aig a bheil ùidh ann.

Tha mise air a bhith an sàs gu saor-thoileach ann an obair leasachaidh na Gàidhlig fad iomadach
bliadhna agus mar a tha mòran eile de luchd-iomairt, tha mi gu math mì-thoilichte leis cho leisg is
slaodach is a tha an Riaghaltas agus Pàrlamaid na h-Alba ann a bhith a’ toirt fìor adhartas air an obair
leasachaidh a tha a’ Ghàidhlig a’ feumachdainn gus am bi i maireann agus fallainn mar chànan
coimhearsnachd.  Tha greis bho bu chòir Bile Cànan na Gàidhlig a bhith air a thoirt air adhart anns a’
Phàrlamaid.

Tha mi a’ gabhail ri prionnsabalan coitcheann a’ Bhile seo agus a’ tuigsinn seach gur e Bile Bhall a tha
ann, nach eil e comasach cumhachdan farsaing a bhith ann.  Tha mi ag aontachadh leis an t-amas
stèidh cho-ionannachd a bhith ann a thaobh cànanan na Gàidhlig agus na Beurla ann a bhith a’ toirt
seachad seirbheisean phoblach, agus gu bheil e iomchaidh gum bi riatanas air buidhnean phoblach
Planaichean Cànain Gàidhlig fhoillseachadh agus a bhuileachadh. Tha e deatamach cur às don mhì-
chinnt a tha ann an dràsda mu inbhe na Gàidhlig.  Tha mi eòlach air suidheachadh anns an deach
tagradh a-steach bho bhuidheann Gàidhlig chun “New Opportunities Fund” a chaidh a dhiùltadh seach
nach robh inbhe oifigeil aig a’ Ghàidhlig ann an Alba, mar a tha aig Cuimris anns a’ Chuimrigh, agus a
dhaindeoin sin, tha Riaghaltas an UK air a bhith ag ràdh o chionn iomadach bliadhna gu bheil
“iomchaidheachd co-ionann aig a’ Ghàidhlig agus a’ Bheurla”.  Bu chòir don Phàrlamaid an t-
suidheachadh seo a shoilleireachadh.

Cha bhiodh e idir ceart a bhith a’ cuingealachadh farsaingeachd a’ Bhile mar a tha e air a mholadh
airson Earrann 1 (Planaichean Cànain Gàidhlig) gus nach bi seo a’ buntainn ach ri sgìrean ùghdarrais
na Gàidhealtachd, na h-Eileanan an Iar, agus pàirt de Earra Ghàidheal agus Bhòid. Tha a’ Ghàidhlig
na cànan a tha iomchaidh agus air a cleachdadh, gu ìre bheag no mhòr, air feadh na h-Alba.  Tha i na
prìomh phàirt den dualchas nàiseanta againn, tha luchd-labhairt na Gàidhlig a’ fuireach anns a h-uile
pàirt den dùthaich agus earrann mhòr dhiubh taobh a-muigh na Gàidhealtachd, anns na bailtean mòra
mar a tha mi fhìn.   Chan eil e ceart gum biodh reachdas a tha an t-amas taic a thoirt dhan chànain a
bhith ag adhbharachadh sgaraidhean mar seo taobh a-staigh coimhearsnachd na Gàidhlig.

Bu chòir an cothrom seo a ghabhail stèidh reachdail a thoirt do Bhòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba gus am bi
ùghdarras fon lagh aca airson Plana Nàiseanta na Gàidhlig a leasachadh.

Tha mi a’ moladh gum bu chòir a’ Chomataidh am Bile atharrachadh gus na riatanasan a tha innte a
leudachadh air feadh na h-Alba, taic fhaighinn bhon Riaghaltas airson gealltanas maoineachaidh
iomchaidh a thoirt seachad, an cothrom a ghabhail foghlam tro mheadhan na Gàidhlig a leudachadh,
agus stèidh reachdail a chur don Bhile airson uallach Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba.

Iain Macleòid

Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill

This is my response to the invitation from the Education, Culture and Sport Committee for views on the
general principles of the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill to be submitted by any person with an
interest in it.

I have been involved in Gaelic development on a voluntary basis over many years and like many other
activists, am very frustrated with the reluctance and slowness with which the Executive and the
Scottish Parliament are dealing with any real progress in the developments that the Gaelic language
requires to ensure it survives and prospers as a community language.   A Gaelic Language Bill should
have been introduced in Parliament a long time ago.

I agree with the general principles of this Bill and appreciate that as it is merely a Member’s Bill, it is of
necessity limited in its scope. I support the intention to establish a basis of equality between Gaelic and
English in the delivery of public services, and welcome the proposal to impose a requirement on public



bodies to prepare, publish and implement Gaelic Language Plans. Legislation needs to remove the
current confusion as to the status of Gaelic.  I am aware of an instance where a lottery application was
submitted from a Gaelic organisation to the New Opportunities Fund but was refused because Gaelic
does not have official status in Scotland, unlike Welsh in Wales, and yet the UK Government has
stated for many years that Gaelic “enjoys equal validity with English.“  Parliament should ensure that
this position is clarified.

It would not be right to limit the scope of the Bill as is recommended for Section 1 (Gaelic Language
Plans) to apply solely to the local government areas of Highland, Western Isles and part of Argyll and
Bute.  Gaelic is a language that is appropriate and is used to varying extents, throughout Scotland.  It
is a key part of our national heritage, Gaelic speakers and supporters live in all areas of the country,
and in fact a very large proportion of the total number of Gaelic speakers in Scotland reside outwith the
Highlands and Islands areas.

Legislation aimed at supporting the language must not have the effect of creating divisions within the
Gaelic community.

This legislative opportunity should be used to give a statutory foundation to Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba so
that it can function with the necessary authority to develop the National Plan for Gaelic.

I recommend to the committee that this Bill is amended to extend its provisions throughout Scotland,
seeking Executive approval for the necessary funding commitment and to take the opportunity to
further develop Gaelic-medium education,  and to include a statutory basis for the remit given to Bòrd
Gàidhlig na h-Alba.

John Macleod



SUBMISSION FROM S MACADHAIMH

Bu mhath leam mo bheachd fhein a chur ris an rannsachadh mu choinneamh bile  Ghaidhlig. Mar
chuidegin a tha an-sas ann am foghlam tro mheadhan na  Gaidhlig ann an Dun Eideann, se mo
bheachd nach biodh bile a bhualadh air a’  Ghaidhealtachd agus na h-Eileanan a-mhain gu feum
sam bith anns a bhith a’  dion no a’ leasachadh coir na Gaidhlig ann an taobh deas na h-Alba.

Se tha dhith oirnn ach bile a bheireadh dion dha aite na Gaidhlig sa  "Ghalltachd" agus a
dheanadh bunait sheasmhach airson togail air na  th’againn mar-tha.

S MacAdhaimh,
Dun Eideann.

I would like to submit my personal view to add to the enquiry into the Gaelic Language Bill.  As
someone who is involved in Gaelic-medium education in Edinburgh, I am of the view that a bill
applying to the Highlands and Islands alone would be of no benefit in securing or developing the
state of Gaelic in the south of Scotland.

What we need is a bill that would protect the place of Gaelic in the “Lowlands” and would create a
stable foundation to work from what we have at the moment.

S MacAdhaimh,
Edinburgh.



SUBMISSION FROM AN GÀIDHEAL ÙR

1. Tha na leanas mar fhreagairt bhon Ghàidheal Ùr fa chomhair iarrtas Chomataidh an
Fhoghlaim, a' Chultair agus an Spòrs airson beachdan mu phrionnsabalan coitcheann Bile
Cànan na Gàidhlig (Alba) bho dhaoine aig a bheil ùidh ann.

2. Is e pàipear-naidheachd neo-eisimeileachd Gàidhlig a tha air a clò-bhualadh bach mìos a
tha anns a’ Ghàidheal Ùr. Thathas ga chuairteachadh gu farsaing aig ìre choimhearsnachd
anns na h-Eileanan an Iar agus gu cuid de dh’ àiteachan air tìr-mòr na h-Alba, gu h-àraidh
Sgoiltean Gàidhlig agus Aonadan Gàidhlig.  Is e seo an aon phàipear-naidheachd a tha air
fhoillseachadh gu h-iomlan anns a’ Ghàidhlig, a’ solarachadh seirbheis shonraichte do luchd-
labhairt na Gàidhlig.  Tha e gu h-iomlan ann an sealbh a’ Chomuinn Ghàidhealaich  agus tha
am pàipear a’ dol le amasan na buidhne sin airson taic agus leasachadh cànan, cultair,
eachdraidh agus dualchas na Gàidhlig aig ìrean ionadail, nàiseanta agus eadar-nàiseanta.

3. Tha An Gàidheal Ùr a’ toirt an taic do phrionnsabalan coitcheann a’ Bhile seo –  a’ chiad Bile
Cànan Gàidhlig a chaidh a thoirt air adhart ann am Pàrlamaid na h-Alba, agus tha iad a’
gabhail sùim, mar a tha an neach a chur e air adhart, seach gur e Bile Bhall a tha ann,  nach
bi mòran farsaingeachd aige.  Tha sinn a’ cur ar taic ris an t-amas stèidh cho-ionannachd a
bhith ann a thaobh cànanan na Gàidhlig agus na Beurla ann a bhith a’ toirt seachad
seirbheisean phoblach, agus tha sinn a’ cur fàilte air a mholadh gum bi riatanas air
buidhnean phoblach Planaichean Cànain Gàidhlig fhoillseachadh agus a bhuileachadh.
Feumaidh reachdas cur às don mhì-chinnt a tha ann an dràsda mu inbhe na Gàidhlig.  Tha
sinn mothachail nuair a thèid tagraidhean a-steach bho bhuidhnean Gàidhlig gu buidhnean
crannchur mar “New Opportunities Fund” gum bithear gan diùltadh seach nach eil inbhe
oifigeil aig a’ Ghàidhlig ann an Alba, mar a tha aig Cuimris anns a’ Chuimrigh, agus a
dhaindeoin sin, tha Riaghaltas an UK air a bhith ag ràdh o chionn iomadach bliadhna gu
bheil “iomchaidheachd co-ionann aig a’ Ghàidhlig agus a’ Bheurla”.  Feumar an t-
suidheachadh seo a shoilleireachadh tro reachdais.

4. Tha dragh mhòr oirnn leis an lughdachadh air farsaingeachd sgìreil a tha air a mholadh
airson Earrann 1 (Planaichean Cànain Gàidhlig) gus nach bi seo a’ buntainn ach ri sgìrean
ùghdarrais na Gàidhealtachd, na h-Eileanan an Iar, agus pàirt de Earra Ghàidheal agus
Bhòid. Mar bhuidhean nàiseanta le luchd-leughaidh ann an sgìrean air feadh na h-Alba, tha
sinn a’ creidsinn gu bheil agus gum bu chòir cànan na Gàidhlig a bhith airson Alba air fad.
Tha i na prìomh phàirt den dualchas nàiseanta againn, tha luchd-labhairt na Gàidhlig a’
fuireach anns a h-uile pàirt den dùthaich, agus gu dearbh tha earrainn mhòr de dh’ àireamh
luchd-labhairt na Gàidhlig ann an Alba a’ fuireach taobh a-muigh na Gàidhealtachd is nan
Eilean.  Chan fhaod reachdas leis an t-amas taic a thoirt dhan chànain a bhith ag
adhbharachadh sgaraidhean taobh a-staigh coimhearsnachd na Gàidhlig.

5. Bu chòir an cothrom reachdail a tha an seo a ghabhail gus stèidh reachdail a thoirt do Bhòrd
Gàidhlig na h-Alba gus am bi ùghdarras cheart aca airson Plana Nàiseanta na Gàidhlig mar
a chaidh a lìbhrigeadh ann an Aithisg Buidheann Comhairleachaidh an Riaghaltais, a
leasachadh.

6. Mar sin, tha sinn a’ cur moladh chun Chomataidh am Bile atharrachadh gus na riatanasan a
tha ann a leudachadh air feadh na h-Alba, le taic bhon Riaghaltas airson gealltanas
maoineachaidh iomchaidh a thoirt seachad agus an cothrom a ghabhail foghlam tro
mheadhan na Gàidhlig a leudachadh , agus stèidh reachdail a chur sa Bhile airson uallach
Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba.



7. Tha sinn deònach fianais bheòil a thoirt seachad don Chomataidh a’ toirt taic do na puingean
gu h-àrd, nam biodh sin feumail.

Coinneach MacIòmhair
Cathraiche,
An Gàidheal Ùr

Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill

8. The following constitutes the response of An Gàidheal Úr to the Education, Culture and
Sport Committee’s request for views from interested parties on the general principles of the
Gaelic Language (Scotland ) Bill.

9. An Gàidheal Úr is an independent Gaelic Language newspaper published on a monthly
basis.  It is circulated widely at community level throughout the Western Isles and to various
outlets on mainland Scotland, particularly Gaelic-medium Schools and Units.  This is the only
newspaper available that is published solely in Gaelic, providing an unique service to Gaelic
speakers. Fully owned by An Comunn Gàidhealach, the paper aspires to that organisation’s
aims in supporting and developing all aspects of the Gaelic language, culture, history and
heritage at local, national and international levels.

10. An Gàidheal Ùr supports the general principles of this Bill – the first Gaelic Language Bill to
be introduced in the Scottish Parliament, and recognises, as does the sponsor, that as a
Member’s Bill, it is of necessity limited in its scope. We support the intention to establish a
basis of equality between Gaelic and English in the delivery of public services, and welcome
the proposal to impose a requirement on public bodies to prepare, publish and implement
Gaelic Language Plans. Legislation needs to remove the current confusion as to the status
of Gaelic.  We are aware of instances where lottery applications from Gaelic bodies to the
New Opportunities Fund are refused because Gaelic does not have official status in
Scotland, unlike Welsh in Wales, and yet the UK Government has stated for many years that
Gaelic “enjoys equal validity with English.“  This position needs to be clarified through
legislation.

11. We are seriously concerned with the proposed geographical limitations on the scope of
Section 1 (Gaelic Language Plans) as applying solely to the local government areas of
Highland, Western Isles and part of Argyll and Bute.  As a national organisation, with a
readership in areas throughout Scotland, we believe that the Gaelic language is and should
continue to be for Scotland as a whole.  It is a key part of our national heritage, Gaelic
speakers and supporters live in all areas of the country, and in fact a very large proportion of
the total number of Gaelic speakers in Scotland reside outwith the Highlands and Islands
areas.  Legislation aimed at supporting the language must not have the effect of creating
divisions within the Gaelic community.

12. We believe that the legislative opportunity available at this time should also include statutory
backing for Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba so that it can function with the necessary authority to
develop the National Plan for Gaelic as set out in the Report by the Ministerial Advisory
Group on Gaelic.

13. We therefore encourage the Committee to amend the Bill to extend its provisions throughout
Scotland, seeking Executive approval for the necessary funding commitment and to take the
opportunity to further develop Gaelic-medium education, and to include a statutory basis for
the remit given to Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba.

14. We are willing to give oral evidence to the Committee in support of the above points should
this be required.



Kenneth Maciver
Chairman,
An Gàidheal Ùr



SUBMISSION FROM P E Ó DONNGHAILE

Tha mi air leughadh am bile seo (ás Bheurla) agus tha mi air sgrudadh na meomhragan co-
cheangailte ris (ás Gaidhlig). Tha mi air fidrigeadh susbaint a' bhile agus tha mi gu mòr an fabhar
ris.

Tha mi aig aithneachadh na tha earran 43 de na Notaichean Mineachail air ràdh. Tha mi duilich
nach do nochd "Achd Cànain Gàidhlig a dhèanadh inbhe thèarainte na Gaidhlig cinnteach" (agus
a chomh-lionadh na molaidhean gu leir a bha 's an aithisg "Cothrom Úr don Ghàidhlig") gu ruige
seo.  Tha mi, co-dhiu  air fidrigeadh a' bhile air a fheartan fhein agus tha mi a'
creidsinn gum biodh a reachdadh gu rath coimhearsnachd Gaidhlig na h-Alba agus gu dearbh gu
rath na h-Alba aig a cheann thall.

Is e an toradh as cudthromach a tha 's a' bhile gu bheil e a steidhicheadh prionnsabal co-
ionnanas eadar a' Ghaidhlig agus a' Bheurla. Ma rachas a reachdadh, bithidh an dleasdanas air
ughdarrasan ionadail is eile a dh'ullaich "Plana Cánain Gáidhlig" na h-uidheam eifigeachd a
chomh-lionadh an dleasdanas a chur am bun-phrionnsabal an gniomh, agus a thomhais
comh-lionadh a' dhleasdanais.

Mur eil mi sàsta le puing fa-leth 's a' bhile, is e nach cuirear dleasdanas rag air buidhnean a
chonaltradh (air an taobh a muigh) tro'n Ghaidhlig le daoine a roghainneadh cleachdadh na
Gaidhlig na chonaltradh phearsanta le buidhnean oifigiuil. Chan eil mi a' tuigsinn ciamar a
dheanadh seo cron air coireachan daoine (còraichean daonna). Is cnap na cuise an seo, ged a
tha ughdarras (buidheann oifigiuil) na phearsa chorporra chan eil  e na dhuine fa-leth. Nuair a
bhitheas oifigear ughdarrais aig ullachadh litir ri ball a'phobuil chan bhi esan ach stiubhard a'
riochdadh a mhaighstir, agus cha bhi a' chuise a'  bualadh air gu pearsanta (gu dearbh, ma
bhitheas, bu choir dha sin a dhearbhadh do'n ughdarrais agus bu choir do oifigear eile
deiligeadh leis a' chuise). Air an darna laimhe tha ball a' phobuil na dhuine fa-leth a' riochdadh a
fhein agus tha coireachan daoine aigesan. Tha litrichean bho buidhnean oifigiuil comhnaidh a'
cuir a steachd air beatha priomhaideach a' dhaoine a gheibheas iad, agus ni iad seo air taobh
cánan an tighe air fád an t-siubhail.

Theirinn gu pearsanta, gu bheil mi a' faireachdainn gu bheil buidhnean oifigiuil gam bhuaireadh ri
cleachdadh na Beurla gach trip a bhitheas iad a' freagairt litir às Gaidhlig le ti às Bheurla.
Uaireannan theid iad nas fhada mus comh-lion iad an seann lagh Shasannach nach faodar do
neach a dhol fo ainm Eireannach (leugh Gaidhlig na h-Eireann), agus theid atharrachadh air
m'ainm sloighne do cruth litricheadh Beurla!

Sin e mo bheachd, Sin e mo fhianais.

Tha mi an dochas gun aontaich Parlamaid na h-Alba ris a' Bhile sheo.

Ged nach eil e gun smàl, b' fhearr leam nan rachadh e don leabhar-reachdais
mar a tha e na thuiteadh e.

P. E. Ó DONNGHAILE

I have read this Bill (in English) and I have scrutinised the related memorandum (in Gaelic). I
have examined the substance of the bill and I very much support it.

I acknowledge what section 43 of the Explanatory Notes states. I regret that a “Gaelic Language
Act to ensure secure status for Gaelic” (and to implement in full the recommendations of the
report “A Fresh Start for Gaelic”) has not so far been introduced.  However, I have assessed the
bill on its own merits and I believe that it will be to the benefit of the Gaelic community in Scotland
and indeed to the rest of Scotland in the long-term.



The most important outcome of the bill will be to establish the principle of equality between Gaelic
and English. If it becomes law, it will place a responsibility on local authorities and others who
prepared a “Gaelic Language Plan" to implement the responsibility placed on them in an effective
way, and to measure the effect of this responsibility.

If there is one aspect of the bill that I am not satisfied with, it is that an inflexible requirement is
not placed on organisations to ensure (outwardly) that there is communication in Gaelic with
those who wish to use Gaelic in personal communication with official organisations. I fail to
understand how this would harm human rights.  The crux of the matter is this, that although
authority (official bodies) is a corporate body, it is not an individual.  When an official compiles a
letter to a member of the public, he is merely a steward representing his master, and the issue
does not affect him personally. (indeed if it does, he should report that to his employer and
another officer should deal with the matter). On the other hand, a member of the public is an
individual representing himself and he has individual human rights. Correspondence from official
bodies always affects the private lives of those who receive it, and it always affects the language
of the home.

Personally, I would say that I feel that official bodies tempt me by using English on all occasions
they respond to a letter sent in Gaelic by replying in English. They often go further in applying the
old English law that a person is not allowed to use an Irish name (Irish Gaelic) and they alter the
surname to an English spelling form!

That’s my view, that’s my evidence.

I hope that the Scottish Parliament accept this Bill.

Although it is not without fault, I would rather it became law that to let it fall.

P E Ó DONNGHAILE



SUBMISSION FROM CRE

While the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) supports the promotion of minority languages and
culture, we have concerns about the proposed Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill.

The Bill’s objectives

The Policy Memorandum to the Bill sets out that the two main objectives of the legislation are to
“establish a basis of equality between the Gaelic and English languages in Scotland” and to “place a
requirement on certain public bodies to prepare, publish and implement a Gaelic Language Plan.”  The
Memorandum also states that “it is the intention that in time the Bill will be brought into force for the
whole of Scotland and order-making powers are given to the Scottish Ministers to extend the area in
respect of which the Bill is in force.”

The CRE feels that there is a lack of clarity about the possible ramifications of the Bill.  The CRE
considers that the objectives are far-reaching and that they have potentially significant resource
implications for public authorities in Scotland.

The CRE would therefore urge the Committee to take account of the following points:

♦ that the Bill is unnecessary in order to meet specific needs of Gaelic speakers as legislation already
in place establishes a good framework for meeting the needs of service-users;

♦ that the Bill could actually militate against new duties on public bodies in Scotland to promote race
equality.

Race duties already in place

Public bodies in Scotland have recently been placed under a statutory duty to promote race equality and
good race relations by Section 71 of the Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended in 2000).

Further, the Race Relations Act 1976 (Statutory Duties) (Scotland) Order 2002 places a duty on the
majority of devolved public bodies in Scotland to prepare and publish a “Race Equality Scheme” which
must set out in detail the action the public body is taking to promote race equality.  In particular, this
scheme must set out the body’s arrangements for “consulting on the likely impact of proposed policies on
the promotion of race equality” and for “ensuring public access to information and services which it
provides.”

These duties already provide a framework for public bodies to consult and engage with service users in
order to meet their needs effectively.  The CRE feels that placing a further duty on such bodies to publish
another scheme or plan is unnecessary.

The CRE would also note here the Local Government in Scotland Bill which frees up local authorities to
promote “well-being” in their area and places duties on local authorities to consult service users and to
prepare community plans.

Public resources

Public bodies have a limited level of resources available for translation and interpretation work.  Given
these constraints, the CRE believes that allocation of resources should be made on the basis of meeting
needs in an equal way.  The CRE therefore feels that the development of Gaelic services should not be
prioritised over other minority language needs.

The CRE would also note that advocating the promotion of the Gaelic language is not about tackling
exclusion, because few Gaelic speakers find it problematic to communicate effectively in English.
However, many people are excluded from civic life in Scotland because they cannot communicate
effectively in English.  In this context, we feel that the Parliament’s priority should be to help those people
who currently cannot engage at all.

The impact on race relations



While the CRE supports the promotion of minority languages and culture, we are concerned that
establishing “a basis of equality between the Gaelic and English languages” is a far-reaching objective,
which could send out an unhelpful message in terms of race relations.  The CRE feels that, in dealing
with minority languages, it is potentially damaging to race relations to promote one language and its
associated culture above others to the degree that this Bill proposes.

If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. Alternatively, you can contact
the CRE’s Parliamentary Officer Lucy Chapman by calling 0131 524-2000 or emailing
lchapman@cre.gov.uk

Mick Conboy
Acting Head of CRE
Scotland



SUBMISSION FROM NIALL MACRATH

A chàirdean

Tha mi a' sgrìobhadh mo bheachdan air Bile Cànan na Gàidhlig (Alba), bhon a tha mi a' creidsinn
gu bheil a' Chomataidh ag arraidh fianais.

Tha e math gu bheil cuideigin a' feuchainn ri tomhas de dh' inbhe thèarainte a thoirt dhan chànan
mu dheireadh thall, ach chan eil Bile Watson na dòigh ceart seo a dhèanamh. Mar a thuigeas
mise am bile, tha e a' moladh riaghailtean eadar-dhealaichte do Ghàidhealtachd na h-Alba air an
darna taobh, agus don Ghalltachd air an taobh eile. Mar eisimpleir, ma 's math mo thuigse, bidh
aig ughdarrasan ionadail na Gàidhealtachd foghlam tro mheadhan na Gàidhlig a thabhann do
chlann far a bheil iarrtas ann bhon pàrantan, ach cha bhith aig ughdarrasan ionadail anns a'
Ghalltachd seo a dhèanamh (ach gu saor-thoilichte). Mar sin, thèid Alba a roinn ann an dà phàirt
agus chan eil seo math neo fallain dhan chànan neo dhan duthaich air fad. Chan aithne
dhomh neach-taic sam bith dhan chànan a tha a' smaoineachadh gur e rud math a bhios ann an
seo. Cuideachd, tha amharras agam nach eil dòigh ann gun soirbhich am bile seo, seach gur e
bile prìobhaideach a th' ann. Seo an t-slìghe air adhart: bu choir dha Riaghaltas na h-Alba fhèin
gabhail ri na molaidhean uile a fhuair iad san Aithisg aig an Ard-Ollamh Meek a thàinig a-mach sa
Chèitean (Buidheann Comhairleachaidh an Riaghaltais air Gàidhlig). 'S e a' chiad mholadh san
Aithisg gum bu choir dhan Riaghaltas inbhe thearainte (le foghlam tro meadhan na Gàidhlig na
cois) a thoirt dhan Ghàidhlig gun dàil, agus air feadh Alba.

Carson a tha sinn fhathast a' feitheamh ris an Riaghaltas, agus molaidhean na h-Aithisg cho
soilleir? Sin a' cheist!

Niall MacRath BVM&S, Cert VA, MRCVS

I am submitting my views on the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill, as I believe the Committee wish
to receive evidence.

It is commendable that at last someone is trying to give a degree of secure status to the
language, but Watson’s (?) Bill is not the right way to do so.  As I understand the bill, it
recommends different requirements for the Scottish Highlands on the one hand, and for the
Lowlands on the other.  For example, if I understand this correctly, Highland education authorities
will have to provide Gaelic-medium education to children where there is parental demand, but
local authorities in the Lowlands will not be so obliged (except voluntarily). Accordingly, Scotland
will be split into two and that is not good or healthy for the language throughout the country.  I do
not know any supporter of the language who thinks that this will be a good thing.

Also, I suspect that there is no way that this bill will succeed, as it is a private bill.  The way
forward is as follows: the Scottish Executive themselves should accept the recommendations
they got in Professor Meek’s report which was published in May (Ministerial Advisory Group on
Gaelic).  The first recommendation in the report was that the Executive should give Gaelic secure
status (including Gaelic-medium education) without delay, and throughout Scotland.

Why are we still waiting for the Executive to act, when  the recommendations of the Report are so
clear? That’s the big question!

Niall MacRath BVM&S, Cert VA, MRCVS



SUBMISSION FROM GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL

I refer to your letter of 13 December 2002 requesting comment on Stage 1 of the
Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill. I note below the provision for Gaelic which is made
by Glasgow City Council at present, and enclose for your information a copy of a
leaflet which explains the provision of Gaelic education in Glasgow.

Glasgow City Council supports the development of Gaelic education and culture
through provision of Gaelic medium education in pre-five, primary and secondary
education.  In addition, adult language classes are provided by Cultural and Leisure
Services through their community Learning Team.

Glasgow City Council receives some assistance in the provision of Gaelic medium
education through specific grant in addition to the Council’s own funding.

Primary education through the medium of Gaelic commenced in 1985 and secondary
education in 1987. Pre-five provision commenced in 1997. In 1999, Glasgow opened
the first dedicated Gaelic School in Scotland. Gaelic medium education is provided in
the school for children aged 3 to 12. I enclose for your information, our recently
published pamphlet on Gaelic Education in Glasgow.

Cultural and Leisure Services support adults in learning Gaelic as an additional
language and also in upgrading skills of native speakers. Support is provided for
parents of the Gaelic School in addition to courses which are provided to enable
adults to take SQA qualifications.

The implications of the Gaelic Language Bill are in addition to the support for Gaelic
which is already provided by the Council. The Gaelic Language Plans which are
required by the Bill, indicate that services exclusively for users of Gaelic language,
translation services and a designated contact officer would be in addition to that
already provided. This would have implications for finance for the Council and would
therefore require financial support in specific grant funding from central government.

I trust this information is helpful to you and thank you for the opportunity to comment
on Stage 1 of the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill.

James Andrews
Chief Executive
Glasgow City Council



SUBMISSION FROM JACK KINAHAN

1 This Bill applies to 21 public services insofar as their activities in specified localities are concerned.
These services would be required to adopt a variety of measures, which in sum, will oblige them,
whenever possible, to communicate in Gaelic with Gaelic speaking clientele.

2 This measure should be supported.

3 In itself, the Bill constitutes a historical milestone. In 700 years, it is the first piece of affirmative
action legislation in favour of Gaelic ever proposed for adoption within the Scottish Parliament.

4 Conversely, the Bill runs counter to language legislation dating back to the early 17th century, which
was explicitly aimed at extirpating Gaelic by means of the education system. By the time the
Education Act of 1872, a stated anti-Gaelic policy was no longer proclaimed. Such a policy was
pursued nonetheless since this Act carried on with the established practice of ensuring that Gaelic-
speaking children were taught principally through the medium of English. Despite improvements in
favour of Gaelic this very much remains the position.

5 The Bill is not concerned with education as such. However its passage into law would signal that the
administrative convenience inherent in a policy of one official language is subordinate to the right of
Gaelic speakers to be heard and addressed in their own language, a right which is automatically
enjoyed by those brought up to speak in English.

6 The measures described in the Bill are directed to establishing language equality practices within
named public services. These services are part of what may be termed the formal authority structure.
An informal authority structure also exists in the persons of landlords, bailiffs, solicitors and so forth.
English has long been the language used when Authority communicated with Gaelic speakers, simply
because, with rare exceptions, those in authority seldom attempted to learn Gaelic. This can only
have had detrimental effects on the perceived utility of Gaelic outside the home environment, serving
to encourage the use of English and at the same time hindering the development of Gaelic in its
spoken and written forms.

7 Today Gaelic annually attracts State funding to the tune of £15m, which is allocated to education,
broadcasting and various voluntary, Gaelic support organisations. The greater part of education
expenditure is devoted to salaries and teacher training, without which Gaelic education, such as it is,
could not exist. However, it has to be said that English remains the dominant teaching language, the
more so as pupils progress through from primary to secondary levels. Textbook provision may be
improving but still remains far from comprehensive in subject range. Teachers qualified to conduct
classes in Gaelic continue to be in short supply.

8 In broadcasting coverage is also uneven. Against the odds BBC’s Radio nan Gaidheal now
transmits some 60 hours a week, all but 4.5 hours of which can be heard Monday to Friday. The
combined output of the three main providers of television programmes amounts to about 10 hours a
week. The basis on which funding for these broadcasts rests may be plausibly equitable but the fact
remains that there is a large slice of overall transmission time during which the Gaelic listener or
viewer has no option but to view or listen to English language broadcasts.

9 The outcome is that despite state subsidy provision for Gaelic is patchy, leaving wide gaps in which
English language usage predominates. This again serves to downgrade Gaelic, reducing the
opportunities through which it can be learned, heard, written, or spoken, in the classroom, in the home
and elsewhere. In such an environment the language becomes increasingly optional and disposable,
a situation which the State has helped to create and which it might reasonably be asked to redress.

10 The Bill cannot remedy these various shortcomings, nor does it seek to. However, these same
shortcomings confirm its importance. Parliament is now being given the opportunity to compensate for
State induced language loss. There is now the possibility to create a ‘Gaelic friendly door’, through
which Gaelic speakers can walk, confident in the knowledge that the public authorities will treat their
language with the same respect and regard which is shown to speakers of English.



11 The Bill implicitly recognises that Gaelic is at the stage where more than passive, hands off forms
of intervention are needed. It also recognises that helping Gaelic is not principally the work of
broadcasters and educationalists. It is an endeavour which needs the help of organisations which
have clients/customers residing in the Gaelic speaking areas, if the language is to survive and
flourish. The accession of the public services to the programme described in the Bill would be a major
step in that direction.

12 It is appropriate to note Bord na Gaidhlig will be established in the near future. This new body will
have no powers and it appears that its financial resources will be limited. In these circumstances, the
Bord stands in need additional legislative support if it is to ensure that Gaelic thrives in the
communities where it is spoken as the first language. As the Bill recognises, that support should come
from the public services which in a host of different ways impact on the daily lives of people living in
the Gaelic heartlands. Without the powerful example and encouragement which these services can
provide the Bord will be severely handicapped in the performance of its allotted tasks.

13 It cannot be assumed that any one of the public services named in the Bill will voluntarily adopt the
proposed language support programmes. Each service has its own specialised sphere of operation,
its own financing and staffing difficulties. They will not be easily persuaded to take on additional
Gaelic language tasks even if they are otherwise able to do so. Moreover what is adopted voluntarily
can be easily modified or or discarded at the first sign of financial stringency. It follows therefore that
the obligation to promote Gaelic within the public services must be mandatory as the Bill proposes, if
the work of the Bord na Gaidhlig is to have any reasonable prospect for success.

14 Finally, it is worth bearing in mind that for many years the State, in company with corporate and
charitable organisations, has devoted vast amounts of money and effort to the saving, preservation
and restoration of the buildings, artefacts and works of art which together are regarded as Scotland’s
national heritage. The subjects of these endeavours are invariably viewed as being irreplaceable. Few
would deny that Gaelic, as Scotland’s oldest living language, is also part of that heritage. It certainly
cannot be replaced if it is lost. Sadly, however, it is also a heritage on which the State itself has
placed little value, a position which this Bill, in its own modest way, seeks to rectify.



ED/03/3/2
EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

21 JANUARY 2003

Scottish Statutory Instruments – SSI 2003/10

1. The Education (Disability Strategies) (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2003
(SSI 2003/10) were laid on 10 January 2003 and are subject to annulment
(negative procedure).  They come into force on 1 February 2003, and will remain
in force, unless they are annulled by the Parliament within 40 days, excluding any
recess period, of being laid before the Parliament ie, by 18 February 2003.

2. The purpose of the Regulations is to amend provisions on the alternative forms in
which responsible bodies should make their accessibility strategies available on
request.

3. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee is the lead committee for these
Regulations, and should report to the Parliament by 10 February 2003.  The
Minister responsible is Cathy Jamieson, Minister for Education and Young
People.

4. The Subordinate Legislation Committee will consider the Regulations at its
meeting on the morning of Tuesday 21 January 2003 and any recommendation
made by that committee will be made known to members of the Education,
Culture and Sport Committee in the afternoon.

5. A copy of the SSI, an explanatory note which is not part of the Regulations, the
Executive Note are attached.

6. The Committee is invited to consider whether it wishes to make any
recommendation in relation to the instrument. The Regulations are not subject to
amendment.

7. A procedural note is attached.

Ian Cowan                  Martin Verity
Senior Assistant Clerk Clerk to the Committee



Procedural Note

Standing Orders

1. The procedures for dealing with Scottish Statutory Instruments (SSIs) are
covered by Chapter 10 of Standing Orders.  SSIs are laid by being lodged with
the chamber clerks, and are published in the Business Bulletin.  They are
referred to the Subordinate Legislation Committee, the appropriate subject
committee (the ‘lead committee’), and, where relevant, any other committee.

SSIs subject to annulment:  ‘negative instruments’

2. Where an SSI is subject to annulment, it comes into force on a specified date and
then remains in force unless it annulled by the Parliament.  Any MSP may by
motion propose to the lead committee that the committee recommend that
nothing further is to be done under the instrument.  Such motions are lodged with
the chamber clerks.

3. The lead committee debates such a motion for no more than 90 minutes.

4. The lead committee reports to the Parliament, setting out its recommendations.  If
it recommends annulment, the Bureau will propose to the Parliament a motion
that nothing further is to be done under the instrument

5. All the above must take place within 40 days of the instrument being laid,
excluding recesses of more than 4 days.

6. To date, no motion to annul SSI 2003/10 has been lodged with the chamber
clerks.

Proceedings in the Committee

7. This Committee is invited to discuss the SSI.  Members will then be asked
whether the Committee wishes to make any recommendation in its report to the
Parliament.



ED/03/3/3
EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

21 JANUARY 2003

Scottish Statutory Instruments – SSI 2003/19

1. The Intercountry Adoption (Hague Convention) (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (SSI
2003/19) were laid on 15 January 2003 and are subject to annulment (negative
procedure). They come into force for 1 March 2003 unless they are annulled by
the Parliament within 40 days, excluding any recess period, of being laid before
the Parliament ie, by 23 February 2003.

2. Legislation must be in place in all four home countries prior to the UK depositing
an Instrument of Ratification in the Permanent Bureau for the Convention at the
Hague.  Ratification of the Convention will be effective three months after the
Instrument is deposited.  The UK plans to deposit the Instrument on 1 March
2003, the Convention taking effect in June.

3. The purpose of the Regulations is to implement the 1993 Hague Convention on
the Protection of Children and Co-operation in respect of Intercountry Adoption
concluded at the Hague on 29 May 1993.  The instrument provides regulations
under the Adoption (Intercountry Aspects) Acts 1999.

4. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee is the lead committee for these
Regulations, and should report to the Parliament by 17 February 2003.  The
Minister responsible is Cathy Jamieson, Minister for Education and Young
People.

5. The Subordinate Legislation Committee will consider the Regulations at its
meeting on the morning of Tuesday 21 January 2003 and any recommendation
made by that committee will be made known to members of the Education,
Culture and Sport Committee in the afternoon.

6. A copy of the SSI, an explanatory note which is not part of the Regulations, the
Executive Note are attached.  Additional information on the Hague Convention on
Intercountry Adoption is also attached.

7. The Committee is invited to consider whether it wishes to make any
recommendation in relation to the instrument. The Regulations are not subject to
amendment.

8. A procedural note is attached

Ian Cowan                  Martin Verity
Senior Assistant Clerk Clerk to the Committee



Procedural Note

Standing Orders

1. The procedures for dealing with Scottish Statutory Instruments (SSIs) are
covered by Chapter 10 of Standing Orders.  SSIs are laid by being lodged with
the chamber clerks, and are published in the Business Bulletin.  They are
referred to the Subordinate Legislation Committee, the appropriate subject
committee (the ‘lead committee’), and, where relevant, any other committee.

SSIs subject to annulment:  ‘negative instruments’

2. Where an SSI is subject to annulment, it comes into force on a specified date and
then remains in force unless it annulled by the Parliament.  Any MSP may by
motion propose to the lead committee that the committee recommend that
nothing further is to be done under the instrument.  Such motions are lodged with
the chamber clerks.

3. The lead committee debates such a motion for no more than 90 minutes.

4. The lead committee reports to the Parliament, setting out its recommendations.  If
it recommends annulment, the Bureau will propose to the Parliament a motion
that nothing further is to be done under the instrument

5. All the above must take place within 40 days of the instrument being laid,
excluding recesses of more than 4 days.

6. To date, no motion to annul SSI 2003/19 has been lodged with the chamber
clerks.

Proceedings in the Committee

7. This Committee is invited to discuss the SSI.  Members will then be asked
whether the Committee wishes to make any recommendation in its report to the
Parliament.
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Petition PE 368: Petition by Mr Robert Brown

Petition PE 371 by Mr John Calder on behalf of Banff Academy and other
Aberdeenshire parents action groups

The Petitions

1. Both petitions are concerned with the criteria for provision of free school
transport and the adequacy of current legislation on the subject.  The
petitioners are also concerned over related road safety issues for children
travelling to school.

Action to date

2. The petitions were forwarded jointly from the Public Petitions Committee
where they were most recently considered at its meeting of 12 February
2002 in the light of responses received from the Executive, Aberdeenshire
Council and West Lothian Council.

3. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee considered the petitions and
related correspondence at its meeting of 26 March 2002 and agreed to
seek further information from the Executive and COSLA.

4. The Executive, and more recently COSLA, have now provided the
additional information requested

Information

5. A copy of each petition, the latest correspondence with the Executive and
COSLA and an extract from the official report of the meeting of 26 March
2002 are attached.

Ian Cowan  Martin Verity
Committee Assistant  Clerk to the Committee
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Education Culture and Sport Committee

Steve Szymoszowskyj
DCLO
SEED
3-D91
Victoria Quay
Edinburgh
EH6 6QQ

Scottish Parliament
Committee Chambers

Room 2.7
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

Dear Steve,
Public Petitions PE 368 and PE 371

Free School Transport

The Education, Culture and Sport Committee have considered the above petitions
on free school transport and have seen copies of the earlier correspondence that the
Public Petitions Committee had with you regarding the petitions. I enclose copies of
your responses as an aide-memoire.

The Committee is reluctant to interfere in the decision making process of local
authorities and considers that the current legislation is sufficiently robust to allow for
flexibility in interpretation to suit local circumstances.

However the Committee noted that Executive guidance does not seek to define
personal safety and as personal safety is one of the main concerns of the petitioners
the Committee asks if anything could be done to define minimum standards of
personal safety in the guidelines and whether you would consider such action as
necessary or appropriate.

Yours sincerely,

Ian Cowan
Assistant Clerk to the Committee
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PUBLIC PETITIONS PE 368 AND PE 371
FREE SCHOOL TRANSPORT

Thank you for your letter of 28 May about these petitions.  I apologise for the delay in responding
over the summer period.

The Executive notes the fact that the Committee is reluctant to interfere in the decision making
processes of local authorities in these matters and also that the Committee considers that the current
legislation is sufficiently robust to allow for flexibility in interpretation to suit local circumstances.

You have raised the Committee’s specific supplementary question about whether anything could be
done to define minimum standards of personal safety in the relevant guidelines and whether the
Executive would consider such action necessary or appropriate.

Firstly one needs to look at the legislation which came into force six years ago (the Education
(Scotland) Act 1996) and amended the 1980 Act by placing a new duty on education authorities to
have regard (in connection with the consideration of school transport arrangements) to the safety of
pupils.  Parliament chose not to define “safety”, either in terms of any minimum standards or
otherwise. One might infer from the fact that Parliament left the term undefined that they felt it more
appropriate to leave the interpretation of their new duty to education authorities themselves.
Authorities should consider any aspects or factors which may bear on the safety of pupils.  In other
words no aspects or factors are ruled out of consideration.

The Committee notes that the Executive guidance does not seek to define personal safety or a
minimum standard thereof.  There is a reason for that. If specific guidance were issued, it might be
seen as prescriptive and might have the effect of limiting the range of factors which education
authorities may take into account when interpreting the nature and extent of their duty.  Education
authorities are best placed to judge local circumstances and the particular factors which need to be
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taken into account in each situation, and to reach a reasonable view on the safety of pupils in light of
those factors.  If they fail to do this they may lay themselves open to challenge in the courts.

The Scottish Office 1996 guidance therefore focused not on further definition of the term, but on
illustrating some of the process (by way of existing good practice) which authorities might go
through in considering pupil safety, such as consultation with local police forces, direct inspection of
routes etc.

The Executive concurs with the Committee’s view that the current legislation allows for flexibility to
suit local circumstances.  Clearly, different factors may be relevant to pupil safety in different
localities and circumstances.  The point is also made in petition PE368 that local circumstances need
to be assessed on their own merits.  That would appear to favour unfettered local discretion rather
than any national definition of safety which might not encompass certain factors which may be
particular or even unique to the local circumstances. To prescribe minimum standards of safety in the
form of guidance might, whether explicitly, implicitly or inadvertently, exclude considerations
which are relevant or significant in a particular location.  In other words, there is a real risk of
achieving the opposite of what may be intended.

To conclude, for the reasons set out in this letter, the Executive takes the view that any
administrative attempt at definition of the statutory term ‘safety’ is neither necessary nor would be
appropriate.

Yours sincerely

STEVEN SZYMOSZOWSKYJ



Education, Culture and Sport Committee

Tel: 0131 348 5222 Fax: 0131 348 5600
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Education Culture and Sport Committee

Mr Jon Harris
COSLA
Rosebery House
9 Haymarket Terrace
EH12 5XZ

Scottish Parliament
Committee Chambers

Room 2.7
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

Dear Mr Harris,
Public Petitions PE 368 and PE 371

Free School Transport

The Education, Culture and Sport Committee have considered the above petitions
on free school transport which were forwarded to the Committee by the Public
Petitions Committee.  In the supporting documentation accompanying the petitions
the Public Petitions Committee advised the members that COSLA had been asked to
comment on the petitions but had declined to do so.

In their consideration of the petitions the Education, Culture and Sport Committee
noted with disappointment the lack of a response from COSLA and were cognisant
of the role that local authorities should play regarding the provision of free school
transport.

The Committee have therefore asked me to write to you with copies of the petitions
and request that you reconsider previous decision not to comment on them.

Yours sincerely,

Ian Cowan
Assistant Clerk to the Committee
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Sylvia Murray

COSLA, Rosebery House,  9 Haymarket Terrace,  Edinburgh  EH12 5XZ

Telephone 0131 474 9200    Fax  0131 474 9292  Internet  www.cosla.gov.uk

9 January 2003 Your Ref:

Martin Verity
Clerk to Education, Culture & Sport Committee
Scottish Parliament
George IV Bridge
EDINBURGH
EH99  1SP

Our Ref: E/17

Dear Mr Verity

SCHOOL  TRANSPORT

I refer to previous correspondence regarding petitions submitted to the Parliament’s Public
Petitions Committee and to the Education, Culture and Sport Committee.

COSLA’s Education Executive Group considered the matter at its meeting on 14 November
2002.  You will appreciate that the Group is unable to become involved with petitions relating
to practice in individual council areas and that no comment will be offered on these.  However,
on the general question of amending current legislation relating to school transport, I would
confirm that the Group felt that existing legislation provides flexibility to councils and that
consequently no amendments be sought at the present time.

Yours sincerely

Sylvia Murray
Policy Officer
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EXTRACT FROM OFFICIAL REPORT OF 10th MEETING 2002
26 MARCH 2002

Petitions

Free School Transport (PE368 and PE371)

The Deputy Convener: We must decide whether to take any further action on petitions
PE368 and PE371. Members have received a series of notes and papers, including
responses from the Scottish Executive, Aberdeenshire Council and West Lothian
Council and a note from the Scottish Parliament information centre. With us today is
Fiona Hyslop, who is one of the regional list members for the Lothians. Stewart
Stevenson, who has an interest in PE371, indicated that he would be present, but he
has not yet arrived—perhaps he is trying to get a bus. Robert Brown, who is one of the
petitioners, is in the public gallery.
Petition PE368, from Robert Brown, and PE371, from John Calder on behalf of Banff
Academy and other Aberdeenshire parents action groups, are concerned with the
criteria for the provision of free school transport and the adequacy of the relevant
legislation. The petitioners are also concerned about road safety for children travelling
to school.
The Public Petitions Committee has referred the petitions to our committee with the
recommendation that we either take further action and consider whether the current
legislation is adequate or agree to take no further action on the grounds that the
legislation appears to be reasonable and that its application is a matter for the
responsible local authorities and, ultimately, the courts.
Before I invite members to comment on the petitions, I will allow Fiona Hyslop to make a
statement.

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): Thank you for allowing me to attend the meeting.
A common theme of the petitions appears to be that times have changed since the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 was introduced. Issues that affect safety have changed
somewhat since I was at school.
One of the main concerns of Mr Brown's petition, which was signed by 600 people, is
safety. Livingston is a new town with a great number of underpasses. The route to
school, which is the subject of the petition, uses routes on which, since 1999, 17
offences have been committed, including a murder. The issue is of serious concern.
The committee might also want to raise the point that although the Education (Scotland)
Act 1996 amended the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 to say that councils must have
regard to personal safety, although that concept was not defined. It is
Col 3172
all very well for council officials to inspect during daylight when everything is fine; but
the public's perception of, and concern about, safety must also be considered.
I have serious concerns about the number of violent incidents in Livingston. Compared
to other areas, Livingston has unique problems that arise from the type of underpass
there. Worried young women who must spend extra to travel safely by public transport
and who are unable to participate in activities are being discriminated against, which is
a serious matter. I hope that the committee will give that matter the serious
consideration that it deserves and perhaps consider guidelines and the interpretation of
personal safety. After reading the responses from the Executive and the local council,



my main concern is that it seems that no one wants to be responsible for saying what
personal safety means.

The Deputy Convener: I also welcome to the meeting Stewart Stevenson. We will give
him an opportunity to speak on behalf of the petitioners from his area, because of his
constituency interest in the issue.

Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan) (SNP): Thank you. I am trying to share my
time among three committees this afternoon, so I apologise for my slightly late arrival.
The issue that PE371, from John Calder, presents on behalf of people throughout
Aberdeenshire is related to, but slightly different from, the issue with which PE368
deals, as it is about school transport in a relatively densely populated rural area. A
particular problem has arisen in north Aberdeenshire because of the fact that from the
17th to the 19th centuries many model villages were built within 2 or 3 miles of larger
conurbations. Historically, Aberdeenshire Council and its predecessors operated a
school transport policy that provided free school transport for secondary school children
who lived beyond the 2-mile limit. The recent change that extended that limit to 3 miles,
which was made for financial reasons as much as for any other reason, means that
many children from those old villages who are 3 miles from a larger conurbation must
pay for school transport.
The difficulty that John Calder brings to our attention is that the choice is between
parents paying or the children not being safe, because the majority of the roads over
which children might walk or cycle to school are simply not suitable for those purposes.
There are few pavements and the road verges are often steep, so no safe exit from the
road surface can be made to grass, gravel or another surface. Furthermore, since the
original legislation, under which councils across Scotland operate, was brought into
force the character, speed and weight of vehicles that use what are
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essentially rural roads has greatly changed.
For example, members might not know that in Fraserburgh, which is a relatively remote
but substantial habitation, 90 per cent of the United Kingdom’s refrigerated trailers are
manufactured, which tells members something about the area’s character. Large lorries
transport for the fish industry up and down roads that were not built for that purpose.
That creates real risks. We want to encourage children to walk or cycle, but if they are
being forced for economic reasons to do so where it is unsafe, that is inappropriate.
In addition, many of the buses in which children are being transported do not have seat
belts. That is an issue not only in Aberdeenshire but throughout Scotland. If we are
considering the whole issue of safe transport and safe routes to school, the petitioners
want to draw the committee’s attention to the lack of bus seat belts.

Irene McGugan (North-East Scotland) (SNP): I have a couple of additional comments
to make on the petitions. I should say that I am familiar with the Aberdeenshire situation
and have met many of the parents who have been affected by the changes in policy
there. A case can be made for examining the current legislation and how it is applied.
There is a good argument for saying that councils are guilty of failing to comply with the
spirit, if not the letter, of the law.
The claim that providing transport for which people pay amounts to providing a safe
alternative could be challenged in many ways. We should not forget how hard that
policy hits low-income families or families with several children at school, for whom the
cost of transport may be considerable. If people want to avoid paying for that transport,
the only option is for their children to walk to school.



As Stewart Stevenson said, on some routes there are no pavements and there is a high
volume of heavy goods vehicles. Also, the weather in the north-east is inclement, to say
the least. The SPICe paper points out that Shetland Council has taken note of that and
reduced the distance from school beyond which free transport is available to 1.5 miles
during the winter months. That is an enlightened and realistic interpretation of the law,
which I would like to be extended. We should take a closer look at the legislation and
how it is being applied, and consider whether it is still relevant to the situations in which
children going to school now find themselves.

Cathy Peattie: Personal safety is very important. For a long time I have campaigned on
the issue of women’s safety in underpasses and so on.
I represent an urban constituency, which has a BP facility right in the middle of it. Many
children
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have to travel to and from school fairly close to roads that tankers use. However, this is
an issue for local authorities. As Irene McGugan says, there is an argument for
examining the legislation governing the matter, but I am reluctant for the committee to
become involved in examining how a local authority is making decisions on the cost of
buses or on mileage, or how the infrastructure of Livingston does or does not work.
Those are matters for local authorities. If we start to do some of the work that the
petitions are asking us to do, every community in Scotland will submit similar petitions
and we will spend our lives dealing with local authority issues. I could mention six
communities in my constituency that have similar concerns about transport.
I want to sound a cautionary note. These are important issues for local authorities to
examine. It is not the committee’s role to make decisions on behalf of councils.

Michael Russell: It is not a question of second-guessing or imposing things on
councils. We need to consider a wider and more general question—whether the present
legislation on school transport is adequate for the circumstances in which we find
ourselves.
Stewart Stevenson had indicated that those circumstances are different from the
circumstances in which our parents or grandparents found themselves. They are
different in two ways. First, the environment in which children have to go to school
nowadays is different. Fiona Hyslop made a valid point about traffic and urban
infrastructure, which can be threatening, difficult and dangerous. Stewart Stevenson's
point about traffic was also important. Secondly, young people's approach to such
issues is different. Our grandfathers may have walked barefoot to school for 2 or 3 miles
because they were forced to by their parents, but I doubt whether today we would find
any child who was willing to walk 2 miles to school. They would regard that as an
intolerable imposition. We must consider the issue in a different way.
I do not take a position on the individual instances to which the petitions refer, although
there are cases for both councils concerned to answer and they have not fully answered
those in the documentation that we have seen. However, we could find a way forward
by considering more generally whether the legislation on school transport adequately
meets the demands of the society in which we live. Many people have argued that it
does not. I am surprised that the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities has not been
prepared to respond to the petitions, because some years ago COSLA itself called for a
review of school transport requirements. It is strange that COSLA has backed off—I
hope that that is not
Col 3175



because of undue pressure. However, I would like some sort of review of school
transport legislation. I have great sympathy with the petitioners, and perhaps such a
review might bring them relief, if not immediately, in the longer term and for a wider
group of people.
14:45

Jackie Baillie: I am equally cautious about commenting on individual cases and
individual local authorities, but I agree with Mike Russell that a principle underpins
everything that has been said to us, and certainly everything that we have read.
There is a balance to be struck. There is the question whether the legislative framework
is robust enough; in my view it is. It is written at a level to ensure maximum flexibility for
the local authorities implementing it. It does not exclude. It allows local authorities to
respond to changes in generations. I will not give the committee anecdotes about
changes in generations—other members have done so. There is always a balance
between allowing flexibility and prescribing every last detail in legislation. The latter
makes the legislation cumbersome and unable to respond.
The real issues are implementation of the legislation at a local level and, as Fiona
Hyslop said, how we define personal safety. The guidance does not seek to define
personal safety. The route might be to ask the Executive whether something further
could be done with the guidance. The legislation is sufficiently flexible to accommodate
changes but, by saying, "Here is the minimum standard that we would expect," the
guidance is not helpful. I cannot help wondering whether that offers the less
complicated but more effective way into the problem.

Ian Jenkins: Generally, I agree with Jackie Baillie. There is no question but that,
throughout the country, there are issues to do with seat belts, the standard and quality
of buses, and whether double-decker buses should be used. There are real issues to do
with how kids are transported to and from school. I accept that circumstances have
changed. We must not ignore the financial implications and we must judge whether the
best way of spending money would be to extend free bus transport. It is not easy—it is
something that requires a national debate.
I agree with Mike Russell that COSLA ought to take a position on the matter. It would
have to consider the whole picture, including priorities. It is not for us to go into detail on
individual authorities. In the SPICe note, there are a variety of treatments of the matter.
Neighbouring authorities do things marginally differently. Clearly, there is a
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bit of elbow room for different authorities. Issues such as the standard of buses,
distances and seat belts are worth discussing, but that discussion ought to take place in
COSLA, and COSLA should come to us with proposals.

Mr Monteith: One begins to wonder what COSLA is for, in as much as the reason why
responsibility for school transport is devolved to local authorities is to allow them to take
account of the widely differing circumstances throughout Scotland. One would hope
that, as transport modes change, local authorities would come forward in a unified,
representative form to say that times are changing and that we should perhaps consider
how the current legislation stands. However, if that does not happen, there will be a
great temptation—we have seen it a number of times in the Parliament, and indeed in
the committee—to fill the vacuum left by local authorities.
I am reluctant to see the Parliament and the Education, Culture and Sport Committee
meddle in local authority affairs. It is right that, from time to time, we review what is
devolved to local authorities, but we must allow them to have parameters to work within.



I hope that, following our deliberations, COSLA will take a fresh look at the issue. I also
hope that, on behalf of its members, COSLA will say what its views are on the subject.

Stewart Stevenson: I thank the committee for the constructive and positive way in
which it has responded to petitions PE368 and PE371. I make it clear that I am very
much in favour of allowing local authorities to respond to local conditions. Much of what
Jackie Baillie, in particular, said was useful and might offer a way forward.
I draw attention to two issues. The fact that specific distances are included in legislation
dominates the landscape when local authorities are taking decisions on the matter. That
is certainly the case in Aberdeenshire. Furthermore, that fact also dominates the way in
which local authorities are supported by central Government in respect of their needs
assessments.
The legislation could be changed to remove prescribed distances and simplified to
make public safety the main consideration. That would create a simpler situation, in
which local authorities would be allowed more discretion to respond to local needs. It
would also avoid the situation of having to apply arithmetic norms, which have to be
varied. That can happen even within local authority areas, which—in many instances,
such as Aberdeenshire—are quite large.
I was very interested in and taken by what Jackie Baillie said on the non-statutory ways
in which the issue could be developed. If I am in a
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position to do so, I will support any moves to proceed along those lines.

Fiona Hyslop: Members will see in the table at the back of the SPICe paper that most
authorities use the 3-mile radius.
The issue that is common to the petitioners is that of personal safety. The problem
stems from the 1996 act, which amended the 1980 act to require local authorities to
have regard to personal safety. However, what is considered to be personal safety
today is different to what was considered to be safe in 1980.
Jackie Baillie's constructive proposal on guidance might be the route to take. The
committee is not suggesting that legislation needs to be more regimented; we are
acknowledging that there are problems and that communities face considerable
difficulties. We should not kick things off to COSLA. People use the petitions route to
access committees of the Parliament such as the Education, Culture and Sport
Committee. We are supposed to be a responsive Parliament. This morning, I was at a
meeting of the Procedures Committee at which we took further evidence on the
principles on which the Parliament was founded.
If COSLA is considering a review, a debate on guidance would give it an opportunity to
make constructive proposals. We are not trying to clip the wings of local authorities; we
are trying to help to resolve some of the issues around personal safety. If we were to
examine the guidance and ask the Executive to develop proposals, that would form a
positive way in which to proceed.

Ian Jenkins: A few of the things that Fiona Hyslop said were in line with what I wanted
to say. However, if there is broader discussion, certain authorities might want to discuss
the particular burden that they are under because of their geographical structure. How
school transport impacts on their education budget is also a subject for debate. Certain
authorities feel that their burden is heavier than that of other authorities because of their
geographical position.



The Deputy Convener: Members have had the opportunity to make their views known.
I also thank the two members who have raised the issue.

Michael Russell: How are we going to proceed with the issue?
The Deputy Convener: I am about to summarise that, in case you are anxious.

Michael Russell: Yes, I was anxious that we were just going to say thank you and
goodbye.

The Deputy Convener: No. I was generous and allowed you back in to remind me of
my duties as
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deputy convener.

Michael Russell: Thank God somebody does.

The Deputy Convener: I have picked up the message from the committee that we are
reluctant to interfere with the decision-making process. We should not be interfering
with the decision-making processes of local councils, which are accountable to their
electorates.
However, several members have raised the issue of guidance from the Executive. We
will write to the Executive to seek its further views and bring the response back to the
committee. We are seeking a response on the question of the guidance and, in
particular, on personal safety and the terminology used in the 1980 act
Secondly, as we are cognisant of the role that local authorities should play, we should
ask COSLA to respond to the issues raised by the petitioners and members. Are there
any other issues that members want to raise?

Michael Russell: Once we have seen the responses, we might want to take a wider
view of the issues of school transport and the modernisation—if I might use that terrible
word—of the legislative framework. The committee might not want to endorse that
approach, but we should take the steps outlined by the convener within that context. It
might not be necessary to take a wider view. We might be devastated by information
from COSLA that changes our views. However, there is a case for considering the
legislative context. I am not as happy with it as Jackie Baillie has indicated herself to be.

The Deputy Convener: We can agree on the two core elements and address the issue
that Mike Russell has raised when we receive the responses from the Executive and
COSLA.

Jackie Baillie: Legislation does not always end up satisfying people. I am not minded
to review legislation just for the sake of it. The route in is guidance. However, I
appreciate that Mike Russell wants to take a wider view and that, if the responses we
get are not satisfactory, the committee would take that view. I just hesitate to go down
the legislative route because it does not always produce results.
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SUBMISSION FROM  LOCHABER GAELIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Over the past 12 years, a small team of activists – the Lochaber Development

Group -has worked with the  Highland Council to establish a resurgence of

Gaelic in Lochaber.

 During that time: 3 Gaelic Medium primary units have been established in

Acharacle, Morar and Fort William and a part-time Gaelic Medium Education

trial in Kilchoan

Gaelic medium pre-school provision has been provided in, Acharacle, Mallaig,

and at 3 locations in the greater Fort William area.

Youth Groups (Sradagan) at 3 locations

Very limited Gaelic Medium secondary education is available at 3 of the 4

High Schools in Lochaber.

Gaelic Access courses are available through Lochaber College/Inverness

College and Sabhal Mor Ostaig.

3 Feisan are now well established, namely Feis nan Garbh Chriochan

(Acharacle), Feis Lochabair (Fort William) and Feis Eige (Eigg).

The key aim of the Lochaber Gaelic Development Group was to ensure that

over the past decade we would have as many people within Gaelic Medium

education (now 8 %) as were Gaelic speakers in the 1991 census (11%).  We

have not reached the target, as Gaelic is only available at 3 of the 29 Primary

Schools in Lochaber,  However we have ensured that there is sufficient young

people who are now Gaelic speakers to ensure that the language should

survive in some of our communities.
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Despite all of the above there are serious problems:

1) Lack of Gaelic Medium primary teachers.  In 1992 there was sufficient

demand in Lochaline for a Gaelic Medium unit.  It failed to open because

there were no teachers available.  This shortage has continued throughout

the past decade.  Highland Council estimates that there should be at least

30 primary teachers available each year as opposed to the less than 20

undergoing training.  The situation is desperate and a national disgrace.

This shortage of teachers results in the following:-

a) Lack of supply teachers – when the Gaelic Medium teacher is off

because of sickness/training, then their place is usually taken by an

English Medium teacher.  On one occasion this has meant that of the

then  3 classes in Fort William – all were being taught through the

medium of English.

b) Lack of permanent teachers - this means that last year in Morar a

Gaelic Medium class had 3 teachers per school week – 1 for 2 days,

another for 2 days and a 3rd for 1 day. Morar primary school – as this

includes pupils from Mallaig and Arisaig – has grown spectacularly to 3

classes.  One class is now receiving Gaelic Medium education with 2

weeks Gaelic Medium and 2 weeks English.  Hardly immersion!  What

should be a spectacular success is proving seriously flawed Gaelic

Medium education

c) This means a lack of choice at appointments.

d) This means a serious lack of learning and language support.

e) This means lack of support for the preschool units.

f) No new units in Lochaber for 8 years, none in Highland for 4 years

despite clear demand.

2) Pre school education  - of the 29 primary schools in Lochaber, only 4 have

Gaelic pre school education associated with them.  There is no Gaelic

Childcare Training available despite years of pressure.  Several

communities would wish to see Gaelic Medium pre school provision

established and others would wish to see a bi-lingual provision.
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3) Secondary education – even worse.  The new high school in

Ardnamurchan should have at least 3 subjects taught through the medium

of Gaelic.  Currently, only Gaelic is taught as a language with some limited

video conferencing in Geography.  No other Gaelic secondary teachers

were available.  Similar situations apply at the other 2 high schools.  This

is totally unacceptable.  What sort of message de we send to the Gaelic

Medium primary pupils who enter secondary education and find the

provision so poor.  There is a complete dearth of Gaelic Medium

secondary teachers and no training initiatives.

The solution to all of the above is provide incentives for people to enter Gaelic

Medium teacher training.  It is also essential that they receive their

probationary year in appropriate Gaelic Medium units in the Highlands.  Local

teacher training is essential and should be provided through the UHI via

colleges such as Lochaber College, Inverness College, Sabhal Mor Ostaig.

Gaelic needs secure status so that Gaelic Medium education can be provided,

as a right, to those wishing to receive it.  In Lochaber, demand has been in

the order of 50% (Acharacle) and 34% (Morar/Arisaig/Mallaig) which shows

the level of demand when this provision is available, even if people have to

travel to other communities.

We feel that in the Highlands Gaelic Medium education should be available as

the norm for pre-school children.  This will require a substantial increase in

teacher training.

Gaelic Medium secondary education should be available for at least 50% of

the subjects in high schools receiving Gaelic Medium primary pupils.  This will

require a very significant expansion of Gaelic Medium secondary teacher

training.  (Currently almost nil).

Need for a specific Gaelic capital budget for extending/new schools to

accommodate GMU’s.
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Greater Fort William needs a separate Gaelic Medium School.  This is in the

HC capital programme but with no specific funding for this.

Career Scotland needs to take action to promote careers in Gaelic Medium

education.

Gaelic Resources – Modern books and learning materials required to replace

paste overs and photocopies, still widely in use.

Signage  - a fiasco.  A Scottish Office Minister of Transport in 1999 and a

Scottish Executive Minister for Transport in 2001 both signed orders allowing

Gaelic Medium signs to be erected in the Highlands on trunk roads.  This

order has been deliberately obstructed by civil servants and we are now, yet

again, trying to persuade the Minister to give authority to the Highland

Council, to allow Gaelic signage on trunk roads.  One example of this is that

the Highland Council cannot erect the sign Glen Nevis/Gleann Nibheis on the

A82 in Fort William to indicate the presence of Gleann Nibheis/Glen Nevis but

has to erect Glen Nevis.  This is the Anglicised  Phoneticised version of a

Gaelic word and it sends a very negative signal to our young pupils that they

cannot see the proper Gaelic place name on official signage.  This stricture

also applies to thistle signs which individual tourist operators would wish to

erect.

We believe that areas such as the Highlands and Islands should have all

public signage in Gaelic/bi-lingual to create a very real sense of place – for

both locals and tourists.

Economy – there is little of no support for the Gaelic economy.  We would like

to see definite support for business to promote Gaelic through signage,

letterheads, leaflets etc.

Need for an expansion of Gaelic arts eg: poetry, literature, books, art –

increased support from SAC, for the Feisean.
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Tourism – vital to the Highland economy, needs Host/Visit Scotland to realise

and positively market Highland cultural tourism (as the Irish do).

Gaelic TV – needs to be directed to appropriate times (not 3:00am) and to

appropriate subjects – especially for children.

This Bill should apply as a priority to a specified geographic area including the

Highlands with the aim of including the rest of Scotland at an early stage

**WE NEED SERIOUS SUPPORT AND SECURE STATUS**

Many of the proposals stated above require financial support

but these costs are minimal within the education budget,

at less than 1%.

What is required is a fundamental change of attitude to Gaelic

by most of the organisations and agencies

working in Scotland.

Michael Foxley

Chairman

Lochaber Gaelic Development Group



SUBMISSION FROM NHS WESTERN ISLES

I refer to your letter of 17.12.02 regarding the above Bill, please note the response of NHS Western Isles as
follows:

NHS Western Isles welcomes the publication of the Bill and the opportunity it gives the various interested
organisations to debate the place of Gaelic in Scotland.  The Board has been involved in promoting Gaelic
within its work in the following areas, for example:

• The encouragement of the use of the language by staff especially in nursing and care of the Elderly;

• Bilingual stationery, literature and signage.

As one of the few NDPB’s in Scotland which uses the Gaelic language as a normal and natural part of our
service delivery in hospitals, district nursing services, Health Visiting, OT etc we fully support the principles of
the Bill, in its aim of granting secure status for Gaelic throughout Scotland.

We note that Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba has now been established and will be meeting for the first time on
Friday 17th January.  The Bòrd will be responsible for implementing the recommendations of the Meek
Report.  One of these recommendations (Recommendation 4 page 7) states that “Bòrd Gaidhlig na h-Alba
must have powers to plan for Gaelic nationally and to required other public bodies to work with it in that
process.  There must be substantial new resources for the Bòrd or it will not be able to deliver on its
objectives and priorities”.

We believe that the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill should be used as an opportunity to give powers to Bòrd
na Gàidhlig working in conjunction with public bodies such as local authorities and Health Boards to prepare
and implement relevant plans for Gaelic within their respective areas.  This would obviate the need for any
involvement by the Public Service Ombudsman.

Murdo MacLennan
Chief Executive

1. Bu chòir fàilte a chur air foillseachadh a' Bhile agus air a’ chothrom a tha e a’ toirt do bhuidhnean a bhith

a’ deasbad air inbhe na Gàidhlige ann an Albainn.

2. Tha BSES air a bhith a’ brosnachadh cleachdadh na Gàidhlige an lùib obair a’ Bhùird sna cùisean a

leanas:

Eisimpleirean:

(a) Misneachadh luchd-obrach a bhith a' cleachdadh na Gàidhlige, gu h-àraidh ann an nursadh

agus ann an cùram sheann daoine.



(b) Stuth-sgrìobhaidh dà-chànanach, litreachas agus soidhnichean

3. Mar aon den bheagan de na NDPB ann an Albainn a tha a’ cleachdadh na Gàidhlige gu bitheanta agus

mar phàirt nàdarra de ar seirbheisean ann an ospadail, nar seirbheisean nursaidh sgìreil, Seirbheis

Tadhal Slàinteil, OT etc, tha sinn a’ cur làn-thaic ri prionnsabalan a’ Bhile ann a bhith ag amas air inbhe

thèarainnte a chosnadh don Ghàidhlig air feadh na h-Alba.

4. Tha sinn mothachail gu bheil Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba a-nis stèidhichte agus gum bi e a’ coinneachadh

airson a’ chiad uair Dihaoine 17 Faoilleach. Bidh e mar dhleastanas air a’ Bhòrd a bhith a’ cur

mholaidhean Aithisg Mheek an cèill. Tha aon de na molaidhean sin (Moladh 4 td. 7) ag ràdh “gu feum

Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba cumhachd a bhith aige gus plana nàiseanta don Ghàdihlig a dheilbh, agus gus

agradh air buidhnean poblach eile co-obrachadh leotha san iomairt sin. Feumaidh taic ùr shusbainteach

a bhith ann dhan Bhòrd no cha bhi e comasach air a chuid amasan agus na nithean a thathas a' meas

prìomhail a thoirt gu buil.”

5. Tha sinn a’ creidsinn gum bu chòir Bile na Gàidhlig (Alba) a bhith air a chleachdadh mar chothrom gus

cumhachd a thoirt do Bhòrd na Gàidhlige, ag obair ann an lùib bhuidhnean poblach mar ùghdarrasan

ionadail agus Bùird Slàinte, gus planaichean iomchaidh ullachadh agus an cur an gnìomh nan roinnean

fa-leth. Mar sin cha leigeadh a leas Ombudsman nan Seirbheis Poblach a bhith an sàs ann an cùisean

idir.

TRANSLATION:

1. The publication of this Bill should be welcomed in addition to the opportunity it gives to organisations
to debate the status of Gaelic in Scotland.

2. BSES have been promoting the use of Gaelic in relation to the work of the Board in the following
areas:

Examples:

(a) Encouraging staff to use Gaelic, especially in the fields of nursing and elderly care.
(b) Bilingual publications, literature and signage

3. As one of the few NDPB’s in Scotland who use Gaelic regularly and as a normal part of their service
in a hospital, in the district nursing service, Health Visiting Service, OT etc., we fully support the
principles of this Bill in its effort to achieve secure status for Gaelic throughout Scotland.



4. We are aware that Bòrd Gàidhlig na h-Alba have now been established and that it expects to meet
for the first time on Friday 17th January.  One of the Bòrd’s functions will be to give effect to the Meek
Report’s recommendations.   One of these recommendations (Rec. 4 - P. 7) states “ that Bòrd na
Gàidhlig must have powers to plan for Gaelic nationally, and to require other public sector bodies to
work with it in that process,  There must be substantial new resources for the Bòrd or it will not be
able to deliver on its objectives and priorities.“

5. We believe that the opportunity should be taken via the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Bill to give
authority to Bòrd na Gàidhlig, working in conjunction with public bodies such as local authorities and
Health Boards, to develop appropriate plans and to implement these in their own areas.  In such
cases, there would not be a need for the Public Service Ombudsman to be involved at all.



SUBMISSION FROM MAIREAD NicEACHARN

Oifigear Leasachaidh na Gàidhlig

Tha na beachdan a leanas pearsanta, agus chan iad poileasaidh na Comhairle.

1. Bu chòir Inbhe Thèarainte a bhith aig a’ Ghàidhlig.

2. Tha reachdas cainnte fìor bhunaiteach ma bhios Gàidhlig dol a mhairsinn.
Tha e soirbh a dh’fhaicinn nach tig leasachadh sam bith fhad’s a bhios
buidhnean poblach a’ coimhead air Gàidhlig mar rud eigin saor-thoileach
nach bi a’ bointinn don obair aca. Feumar a cleachdadh ann an
suidheachaidhean foirmeil mus tig i faisg air inbhe na Beurla, agus cha
tachair seo gun uallach laghail.

3. Tha Achd Ghàidhlig cho cudromach gun e dleastanas an Riaghaltais an
th’ ann bile a chur air adhart. Cha bu choir don dleastanas a bhith air
fhàgail air aon BPA a chionn ‘s nach tèid aig bile den t-seòrsa seo a bhith
farsaing gu leòr, a dh’aindheòin cho ionmholta ‘s a tha an oidhirp.

4. ‘S e cainnt nàiseanta a th’ anns a’ Ghàidhlig, agus mar sin tha e reusanta
gum bi uallach air a h-uile buidhinn phoblaich air feadh na dùthcha. Chan
fheum seo a bhith aig an aon ìre no meud, no tòiseachadh aig an aon àm
anns gach sgìre, ach tha cunnart ann ma bhios Achd a’ bualadh dìreach
air a’ Ghàidhealtachd. Mura feum ùghdarrasan no buidhnean poblach sa’
Ghalldachd gnothach a ghabhail ri Achd Gàidhlig, dh’fhaodadh sin rudan a
chur air ais an sin agus stad a chur air adhartas sam bith. Daingichidh e a’
bheachd nach eil àite aig a’ Ghàidhlig am meadhan na h-Alba agus nach
bu choir a bhith.

5. Tha e iomchaidh gum bi an t-Ombudsman a’ dèiligeadh ri bristeaidhean
Planaichean Ghàidhlig, ach bitheadh e na b’ fheàrr nam bitheadh comas
aige/aice smachd-bhannan ionmhasail a chur.

SUBMISSION FROM MAIREAD NicEACHARN

Gaelic Development Officer

The following views are personal, and are not the policy of the Council.

1. Gaelic should have secure Status.

2. Language legislation is fundamental if Gaelic is to survive. It is most evident that there
will be no progress as long as public bodies look on Gaelic as something of a voluntary
nature that does not affect their work. It must be used in formal situations before it can
have anything near the status of English, and this will not happen without a legal
obligation.



3. A Gaelic Act is so vital that it is the Executive’s responsibility to introduce such a bill.
This responsibility should not be left to one MSP as such a bill cannot have the
necessary widespread effect, no matter how commendable the effort.

4. Gaelic is a national language, and accordingly it is reasonable that every public body in
the country should have a responsibility for it.  This does not need to be at the same level
or to the same extent, nor does it need to take effect at the same time in every area, but
there is a danger if the Act only applies to the Highlands.  Unless authorities and public
bodies in the Lowlands are required to comply with a Gaelic Act, that could put an end to
activity in that area and stop any progress whatsoever.  It would reinforce the view that
Gaelic does not have a place in the Central Scotland area, and that it should not have.

5. It is appropriate that the Ombudsman should deal with breaches of the requirement for
Gaelic Plans, but it would be preferable that he/she had the authority to impose financial
sanctions.


